Humans have the remarkable capability to learn a large variety of visual concepts, often with very few examples, whereas current state-of-the-art vision algorithms require hundreds or thousands of examples per category and struggle with ambiguity. One characteristic that sets humans apart is our ability to acquire knowledge about the world and reason using this knowledge. This paper investigates the use of structured prior knowledge in the form of knowledge graphs and shows that using this knowledge improves performance on image classification. Specifically, we introduce the Graph Search Neural Network as a way of efficiently incorporating large knowledge graphs into a fully end-to-end learning system. We show in a number of experiments that our method outperforms baselines for multilabel classification, even under low data and few-shot settings.
Introduction
Our world contains millions of visual concepts understood by humans. These often are ambiguous (tomatoes can be red or green), overlap (vehicles includes both cars and planes) and have dozens or hundreds of subcategories (thousands of specific kinds of insects). While some visual concepts are very common such as person or car, most categories have many fewer examples, forming a long-tail distribution [39] . And yet, even when only shown a few or even one example, humans have the remarkable ability to recognize these categories with high accuracy. In contrast, while modern learning-based approaches can recognize some categories with high accuracy, it usually requires hundreds or thousands of labeled examples for each of these categories. Given how large, complex and dynamic the space of visual concepts is, this approach of building large datasets for every concept is unscalable. Therefore, we need to ask what humans have that current approaches do not.
One possible answer to this is structured knowledge and reasoning. Humans are not merely appearance-based classi- fiers; we gain knowledge of the world from experience and language. We use this knowledge in our everyday lives to recognize unfamiliar objects. For instance, we might have read in a book about the "elephant shrew" (maybe even seen an example) and will have gained knowledge that is useful for recognizing one. Figure 1 illustrates how we might use our knowledge about the world in this problem. We might know that an elephant shrew looks like a mouse, has a trunk and a tail, is native to Africa, and is often found in bushes. With this information, we could probably identify the elephant shrew if we saw one in the wild. We do this by first recognizing (we see a small mouse-like object with a trunk in a bush), recalling knowledge (we think of animals we have heard of and their parts, habitat, and characteristics) and then reasoning (it is an elephant shrew because it has a trunk and a tail, and looks like a mouse while mice and elephant do not have all these characteristics). With this information, even if we have only seen one or two pictures of this animal, we would easily be able to classify it.
The focus of this work is to exploit structured visual knowledge and reasoning to improve image classification. Recently, there has been a lot of work that has focused on building knowledge graphs that might be useful for images problems. For example, Never Ending Image Learner [38] learns relationships between visual concepts directly from images from the web. Similarly, Never Ending Language Learner [4] learns relationships between semantic categories, but in this case by reading text on the web. There are also a number of human labeled knowledge bases such as WordNet [23] , which was the starting point for the Im-ageNet [28] categories, and Visual Genome [15] which has human annotated scene graphs for each image. However, given the scale and ambiguity issues, these knowledge graphs are quite noisy. The knowledge exists; the question is how to use it effectively in the presence of noise.
There has been a lot of work in end-to-end learning on graphs or neural network trained on graphs [30, 3, 6, 11, 24, 22, 9, 21] . Most of these approaches either extract features from the graph or they learn a propagation model that transfers evidence between nodes conditional on the type of relationship. An example of this is the Gated Graph Neural Network [18] which takes an arbitrary graph as input. Given some initialization (annotation specific to the task such as starting and ending node for shortest path), it learns how to propagate information and predict the output for every node in the graph. This approach has been shown to solve basic logical tasks as well as program verification.
Our work improves on this model and adapts end-toend graph neural networks to the image classification task. We introduce the Graph Search Neural Network (GSNN) which uses features from the image to efficiently annotate the graph, select a relevant subset of the input graph and predict outputs on nodes representing visual concepts. These output states are then used to classify the image. GSNN learns a propagation model which reasons about different types of relationships and concepts to produce outputs on the nodes which are then used for image classification. Our new architecture mitigates the computational issues with the Gated Graph Neural Networks for large graphs which allows our model to be efficiently trained for image tasks using large knowledge graphs. We show how our GSNN model is effective at reasoning about concepts to improve image classification tasks across the entire spectrum-from one-shot learning to large-scale dataset learning. Importantly, our GSNN model is also able to provide explanations on classifications by following how the information is propagated in the graph.
The major contributions of this work are (a) the introduction of the GSNN as a way of incorporating potentially large knowledge graphs into an end-to-end learning system that is computationally feasible for large graphs; (b) a framework for using noisy knowledge graphs for image classification; (c) the ability to explain our image classifications by using the propagation model; (d) the introduction of a new subset of Visual Genome designed to test 1-shot and fewshot learning without any overlap with classes from Ima-geNet [28] or COCO [19] . Our method significantly out-performs baselines for multi-label classification both in full data and low-data settings.
Related Work
Learning knowledge graphs [38, 4, 29] and using graphs for visual reasoning [39, 20] has recently been of interest to the vision community. For reasoning on graphs, several approaches have been studied. For example, [40] collects a knowledge base and then queries this knowledge base to do first-order probabilistic reasoning to predict affordances. [20] builds a graph of exemplars for different categories and uses the spatial relationships to perform contextual reasoning. Approaches such as [17] use random walks on the graphs to learn patterns of edges while performing the walk and predict new edges in the knowledge graph. There has also been some work using a knowledge base for image retrieval [12] or answering visual queries [41] , but these works are focused on building and then querying knowledge bases rather than using existing knowledge bases as side information for some vision task.
However, none of these approaches have been learned in an end-to-end manner and the propagation model on the graph is mostly hand-crafted. More recently, learning from knowledge graphs using neural networks and other end-toend learning systems to perform reasoning has become an active area of research. Several works treat graphs as a special case of a convolutional input where, instead of pixel inputs connected to pixels in a grid, we define the inputs as connected by an input graph, relying on either some global graph structure or doings some sort of pre-processing on graph edges [3, 6, 11, 24] . However, most of these approaches have been tried on smaller graphs such as molecular datasets. In vision problems problems, these graphs encode contextual and common-sense relationships and are significantly larger, leading to scalability issues.
Li and Zemel present Graph Gated Neural Networks (GGNN) [18] which uses neural networks on graph structured data. This paper (itself an extension of Graph Neural Networks [30] ) serves as the foundation for our Graph Search Neural Network (GSNN). Several papers have found success using variants of Graph Neural Networks applied to various simple domains such as quantitative structureproperty relationship (QSPR) analysis in chemistry [22] and subgraph matching and other graph problems on toy datasets [9] . GGNN is a fully end-to-end network that takes as input a directed graph and outputs either a classification over the entire graph or an output for each node. For instance, for the problem of graph reachability, GGNN is given a graph, a start node and end node, and the GGNN will have to output whether the end node is reachable from the start node. They show results for simple logical tasks on graphs and more complex tasks such as program verification.
There is also a substantial amount of work on various types of kernels defined for graphs [35] such as diffusion kernels [14] , graphlet kernels [32] , Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernels [31] , deep graph kernels [26] , graph invariant kernels [25] and shortest-path kernels [1] . The methods have various ways of exploiting common graph structures, however, these approaches are only helpful for kernel-based approaches such as SVMs which do not compare well with neural network architectures in vision.
Our work is also related to attribute approaches [8] to vision such as [16] which uses a fixed set of binary attributes to do zero-shot prediction, [33] which uses attributes shared across categories to prevent semantic drift in semi-supervised learning and [5] which automatically discovers attributes and uses them for fine-grained classification. Our work also uses attribute relationships that appear in our knowledge graphs, but also uses relationships between objects and reasons directly on graphs rather than using object-attribute pairs directly.
We further evaluate our model on one and few-shot learning. There have been a few works in this area recently such as [2] which inverts the process that creates the input and [37] which learns new categories by finding common patches between classes. Both evaluate on handwritten characters and it is unclear how well they would scale to realistic images. [36] improves few-shot classification by training a network on a high-data image dataset and then learning a model-to-model transformation onto the new dataset.
Methodology

Graph Gated Neural Networks
The idea of GGNN is that given a graph with N nodes, we want to produce some output which can either be an output for every graph node o 1 , o 2 , ...o N or a global output o G . This is done by learning a propagation model similar to an LSTM. For each node in the graph v, we have a hidden state representation h (t) v at every time step t. We start at t = 0 with initial hidden states x v that depends on the problem. For instance, for learning graph reachability, this might be a two bit vector that indicates whether a node is the source or destination node. In case of visual knowledge graph reasoning, x v can be a one bit activation representing the confidence of a category being present based on an object detector or classifier.
Next, we use the structure of our graph, encoded in a matrix A which serves to retrieve the hidden states of adjacent nodes based on the edge types between them. The hidden states are then updated by a gated update module similar to an LSTM. The basic recurrence for this propagation network is
where Eq 1 is the initialization of the hidden state with x v and empty dimensions. Eq 2 shows the propagation updates from adjacent nodes. Eq (3-6) combine the information from adjacent nodes and current hidden state of the nodes to compute the next hidden state. After T time steps, we have our final hidden states. The node level outputs can then just be computed as
where g is a fully connected network, the output network, and x v is the original annotation for the node.
Graph Search Neural Network
The biggest problem in adapting GGNN for image tasks is computational scalability. NEIL [38] for example has over 2000 concepts, and NELL [4] has over 2M confident beliefs. Even after pruning to our task, these graphs would still be huge. Forward propagation on the standard GGNN is O(N 2 ) to the number of nodes N and backward propagation is O(N T ) where T is the number of propagation steps. We perform simple experiments on GGNNs on synthetic graphs and find that after more than about 500 nodes, a forward and backward pass takes over 1 second on a single instance, even when making generous parameter assumptions. On 2,000 nodes, it takes well over a minute for a single image. Clearly using GGNN out of the box is infeasible.
Our solution to this problem is the Graph Search Neural Network (GSNN). As the name might imply, the idea is that rather than performing our recurrent update over all of the nodes of the graph at once, we start with some initial nodes based on our input and only choose to expand nodes which are useful for the final output. Thus, we only compute the update steps over a subset of the graph. So how do we select which subset of nodes to initialize the graph with? During training and testing, we determine initial nodes in the graph based on likelihood of the concept being present as determined by an object detector or classifier. For our experiments, we use Faster R-CNN [27] for each of the 80 COCO categories. For scores over some chosen threshold, we choose the corresponding nodes in the graph as our initial set of active nodes.
Once we have initial nodes, we also add the nodes adjacent to the initial nodes to the active set. Given our initial nodes, we want to first propagate the beliefs about our initial nodes to all of the adjacent nodes. After the first time step, however, we need a way of deciding which nodes to expand next. We therefore learn a per-node score that estimates how "important" that node is. After each propagation step, for every node in our current graph, we predict an importance score
where g i is a learned network, the importance network.
Once we have values of i v , we take the top P scoring nodes that have never been expanded and add them to our expanded set, and add all nodes adjacent to those nodes to our active set. Figure 2 illustrates this expansion. At t = 0 only the detected nodes and their neighbors are expanded. At t = 1 we expand chose nodes based on importance values and add their neighbors to the graph. At the final time step (t = 2 in this case) we compute the per-node-output and re-order the outputs into the final classification net.
To train the importance net, we assign target importance value to each node in the graph for a given image. Nodes corresponding to ground-truth concepts in an image are assigned the important value 1. The neighbors of these nodes are assigned a value of γ. Nodes which are two-hop away have value γ 2 and so on. The idea is that nodes closest to the final output are the most important to expand.
We now have an end-to-end network which takes as input a set of initial nodes and annotations and outputs a per-node output for each of the active nodes in the graph. It consists of three sets of networks: the propagation net, the importance net, and the output net. The final loss from the image problem can be backpropagated from the final output of the pipeline back through the output net and the importance loss is backpropagated through each of the importance outputs. See Figure 3 to see the GSNN architecture.
One final detail is the addition of a "node bias" into GSNN. In GGNN, the per-node output function g(h
takes in the hidden state and initial annotation of the node v to compute its output. In a certain sense it is agnostic to the meaning of the node. That is, at train or test time, GSNN takes in a graph it has perhaps never seen before, and some
Top P Import. Net initial annotations x v for each node. It then uses the structure of the graph to propagate those annotations through the network and then compute an output. The nodes of the graph could have represented anything from human relationships to a computer program. However, in vision problems, the fact that a particular node represents "horse" or "cat" will probably be relevant, and we can also constrain ourselves to a static graph over image concepts. Hence we introduce node bias terms that, for every node in our graph, has some learned values. Our output equations are now g(h
where n v is a bias term that is tied to a particular node in the overall graph. This value is stored in a table and its value are updated by backpropagation.
Image pipeline and baselines
Another problem we face adapting graph networks for vision problems is how to incorporate the graph network into an image pipeline. For classification at least, this is fairly straightforward. We simply take the output of the graph network, reorder it so that nodes always appear in the same order into the final network, and zero pad any nodes that were not expanded by our algorithm. Therefore, if we have a graph of 316 nodes and each node uses a 5-dim hidden variable. We create a 1580-dim feature vector from the graph. We also concatenate this feature vector with fc7 layer (4096-dim) of fine-tuned VGG-16 network [34] and top-score for each COCO category predicted by Faster R-CNN (80-dim). This 5756-dim feature vector is then fed into 1-layer final classification network which is trained with dropout.
For baselines, we compare to: (1) VGG Baseline -feed just fc7 into final classification net; (2) Detection Baselinefeed fc7 and top COCO scores into final classification net.
Results
Datasets and Graphs
For our experiments, we wanted to test on a dataset that better represents the complex, noisy visual world with its many different kinds of objects, where labels are potentially ambiguous and overlapping, and categories fall into a long-tail distribution [39] . Humans do well in this setting, but vision algorithms still struggle with it, and this is where we would expect knowledge-based approaches to help the most. To this end, we chose the Visual Genome dataset [15] v1.0.
Visual Genome contains over 100,000 natural images from the Internet. Each image is labeled with objects, attributes and relationships between objects entered by human annotators. Annotators could enter any object in the image rather than from a predefined list, so as a result there are thousands of object labels with some being more common and most having many fewer examples. There are on average 21 labeled objects in an image, so compared to datasets such as ImageNet [28] , COCO [19] or PASCAL [7] , the scenes we are considering are far more complex.
To evaluate our method, we perform two different experiments. In the first experiment, we evaluate the performance on multi-label classification. In the second experiment, we explore the performance on low-shot recognition.
Multi-Label Classification
For the first experiment, we create a subset from Visual Genome which we call Visual Genome multi-label dataset or VGML. In VGML, we take the 200 most common objects in the dataset and the 100 most common attributes and also add any COCO categories not in those 300 for a total of 316 visual concepts. Our task is then multi-label classification: for each image predict which subset of the 316 total categories appear in the scene. We randomly split the images into a roughly 80-20 train/test split. Since we used pre-trained detectors from COCO, we ensure none of our test images are from COCO training images.
We also use Visual Genome as a source for our knowledge graph. Using only the train split, we build a knowledge graph connecting the concepts using the most common object-attribute and object-object relationships in the dataset. Specifically, we counted how often an object/object relationship or object/attribute pair occurred in the training set, and pruned any edges that had fewer than 200 instances. This leaves us with a graph over all of the images with each edge being a common relationship. The idea is that we would get very common relationships (such as grass is green or person wears clothes) but not relationships that are rare and only occur in single images (such as person rides zebra). See Appendix for more details.
The Visual Genome graphs are useful for our problem because they contain scene-level relationships between objects, e.g. person wears pants or fire hydrant is red and thus allow the graph network to reason about what is in a scene. However, it does not contain useful semantic relationships. For instance, it might be helpful to know that dog is an animal if our visual system sees a dog and one of our labels is animal. To address this, we also create a version of graph by fusing the Visual Genome Graphs with Wordnet [23] . Using the subset of Wordnet from [10] , we first collect new nodes in WordNet not in our output label by including those which directly connect to our output labels and thus likely to be relevant and add them to a combined graph. We then take all of the WordNet edges between these nodes and add them to our combined graph (see Appendix for more details on these graphs).
Low-Shot Recognition
The second dataset split, which we call the Visual Genome few-shot multi-label dataset or VGFS, tries to make the problem even more difficult. We would like to have a multi-label dataset where we had only a few examples per class and classes that have no overlap to ImageNet (used for learning visual features) or COCO (used for activating initial nodes in the graph).
From Visual Genome, we select 100 classes that are distinct from any ImageNet or COCO classes (see Appendix for the complete list). For each class, we hand-select up to five training images per category for the dataset. For the "one-shot" experiments, we only have the 100 images corresponding to one image selected per category, and for the 5-shot, we have the 500 images. Note that because it is a multi-label dataset, we end up with more than one example per class since we choose 1 image per category, but the category may happen to appear in the image for another category as well. For the 1-shot dataset, 46 categories have one image, 22 have 2, 15 have 3, and 17 have 4 or more. We divide the remaining 53,155 images that have at least one of the 100 categories and are not in the COCO 2014 Train split into a test and holdout set. We use the holdout set to create a graph over the 100 new categories as well as the categories from VGML (see Appendix for more details on the dataset and the knowledge graph). This knowledge graph represents common relationships among categories and can be learned from other sources such as NEIL [38] . For our experiments, we also use another version of knowledge graph by fusing WordNet knowledge similar to VGML setting. 
Quantitative Evaluation
We first report results on the VGML dataset. We train the models using ADAM [13] with an initial learning rate of 10 −3 for all networks, except the pre-trained VGG where we use an initial learning rate of 10 −4 , and an initial momentum of 0.9, except the GSNN which used 0. We set our GSNN hidden state size to 10, importance discount factor γ to 0.3, number of steps T to 2, initial confidence threshold to 0.1 and our expand number P to 5. Our GSNN importance and output networks are single layer networks with sigmoid activations. All networks were trained for 2,653 iterations with a batch size of 32. Table 1 shows the result of our method on the multi-label classification task. We show the performance for different training dataset sizes. In all experiments, we see that the GSNN model with the combined graph outperforms all baselines by a significant margin. In the low data regime, both GSNN nets outperform baselines, likely because the baseline models cannot learn the relationships between all of the output categories, as they have not seen enough examples of many of the categories. In the full data regime, baselines achieve comparable performance to the GSNN with just the Visual Genome graph but are outperformed by the combined graph. This suggests that including the outside semantic knowledge from WordNet and performing explicit reasoning on a knowledge graph allows our model to learn better representations compared to the other models. Table 2 shows the result of our method on the few shot task (VGFS). We use the same learning and network parameters as with our previous experiments for 20 epochs. We choose our GSNN hidden state size again as 10, our expand number P as 5 for 1-shot and 20 for 5-shot, our importance discount factor γ as 0.3, our initial confidence threshold as 0.1 and our number of steps T as 2. The P for 1-shot is chosen lower to avoid overfitting since we had many fewer examples to train with.
The dataset is much smaller and the categories are not in COCO or ImageNet, so all models achieve lower precision. Nevertheless, our GSNN models show improvements over baselines, exploiting the information from our knowledge graphs, especially with the combined graph. As one might suspect, our method does not perform uniformly on all categories, but rather does better on some categories and worse on others. Figure 4 shows the differences in average precision for each category between our GSNN model with the combined graph and the detection baseline for the 1k VGML experiment. Figure 5 shows the same for our 5-shot VGFS experiment. To see this analysis for the other experiments, see Appendix. As expected, since the GSNN models have higher mAP, for the majority of categories, the AP improves. Performance on some classes improves greatly, such as "laptop" in our 1k VGML experiment and "runway" in our VGFS 5-shot experiment. Others however, such as "field" in our VGML 1k experiment perform worse. In the next section, we analyze our GSNN models on several examples to try to gain a better intuition as to what the GSNN model is doing and why it does well or poorly on certain examples.
Qualitative Evaluation
One way to analyse the GSNN is to look at the sensitivities of parameters in our model with respect to a particular output. Given a single image I, and a single label of interest y i that appears in the image, we would like to know how information travels through the GSNN and what nodes and edges it uses. We examined the sensitivity of the output to hidden states and detections by computing the partial derivatives ∂yi ∂h (1) ∂yi ∂h (2) ∂yi ∂x det with respect to the category of interest. These values tell us how a small change in the hidden state of a particular node affects a particular output. We would expect to see, for instance, that for labeling elephant, we see a high sensitivity for the hidden states corresponding to grey and trunk.
In this section, we show the sensitivity analysis for the GSNN combined graph model on the VGML 1k experiment and the VGFS 5-shot experiments. In particular, we examine classes that performed well under GSNN and a few that performed poorly to try to get a better intuition into why some categories improve more over baselines. More examples for the other experiments are provided in the Appendix. Figure 6 shows the graph sensitivity analysis for the experiments with VGML experiment on the left and VGFS on the right, showing four successful detections by the GSNN network and two failures. Each example shows the image, the ground truth output we are analyzing and the sensitivities of the concept of interest with respect to the hidden states of the graph or detections. For convenience, we display the names of the top detections or hidden states. We also show part of the graph that was expanded, to see what relationships GSNN was using.
For the VGML experiment, the top left of Figure 6 shows that using keyboard, laptop, cat and dining table detections, GSNN is able to reason that because laptop and keyboard occur together that it is looking at a desk, making dining table and teddy bear less likely. In the next hidden state the attributes for laptop, silver and open become more important. The middle left shows that the airplane detection is important. The GSNN in particular uses the "has" connection between airplane and wing. The bottom left shows the failure case for the 1k. It uses the person detection very strongly and in the next hidden states looks at less helpful parts of the graph, such as head and building that are not related to our output class "field." On the top right for the VGFS 5-shot experiment, we see that our network highly correlates the airplane detection, and reasons that runway, smoke and sky are also in the figure using the graph. On the middle right we see that for neck, it uses the giraffe detec-tion and uses the fact that there is a "has" edge in the graph from giraffes to neck. It also weakly used the couch detection, but the graph reinforces the stronger giraffe detection during expansion. The bottom right shows a missclassified 5-shot example. While the GSNN is sensitive to the pizza detection which has a connection to onion, it is also fooled by a high vase detection sensitivity and expanded to unrelated nodes bouquet and flower.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present the Graph Search Neural Network (GSNN) as a way of efficiently using knowledge graphs as extra information to improve image classification. We show that even in low-data settings, our model performs well. We provide analysis that examines the flow of information through the GSNN and provides insights into why our model improves performance. We hope that this work provides a step towards bringing symbolic reasoning into traditional feed-forward computer vision frameworks.
The GSNN and the framework we use for vision problems is completely general. Our next steps will be to apply the GSNN to other vision tasks, such as detection, Visual Question Answering and image captioning. Another inter- esting direction would be to combine the procedure of this work with a system such as NEIL [38] to create a system which builds knowledge graphs and then prunes them to get a more accurate, useful graph for image classification or detection. Figure 7 shows the graph sensitivity analysis for the VGFS 1-shot experiment on the GSNN combined graph model. The top example shows that it uses the bowl, bottle, pizza, spoon and sandwich detections, many of which connect on the graph to counter, allowing it to reason that the scene contains a counter. The middle example shows that the bed connection to headboard as well as the person detection to bed allows it to reason that it is looking at a bed which relates to headboard. In the failed example on the bottom, the GSNN wrongly detects orange, and the other detections person, tie, horse and truck are not correct and don't have any graph connections to flower, so it fails to classify correctly. Figure 8 shows the graph sensitivity analysis for the VGML full data experiment on the GSNN combined graph model. The top example shows that using the connection between the cat, person and couch detections, it is able to reason that the scene is on a couch or bed and therefore the connection from both of these to pillow allows it to make the right classification. The middle example shows that it is able to use the connection from dining table, to plate, to cake to reinforce the weak cake detection to correctly classify the image. The failed example on the bottom shows that the network fails to use a detection for dining table which causes it to fail to find any graph connection to wooden. It does expand to bench which has wooden, but it fails to propagate all the way to wooden enough to make a correct classification. Figure 9 shows the graph sensitivity analysis for the VGML 5k experiment on the GSNN combined graph model. The top expample shows that although train is only the second strongest-used detection, it is able to reason using the connections between train and tracks that it should classify the image as tracks. The middle example shows that detecting TV and Laptop reinforce each other on the graph and cause it to make desk more likely and dining table less likely. The bottom example shows a failed classification where the graph expands on the person detector into less useful states such as car, white and hair. There is no obvious connections in the graph such as surfboard to beach that might have been helpful to make this classification. Figure 10 shows the graph sensitivity analysis for the VGML 500 experiment on the GSNN combined graph model. The top example shows that using the airplane detection and using the "has" connections from airplane to wing, GSNN is able to classify the given example as wing. In the middle example, the elephant detection is important, which has the obvious connection to trunk. It is also sensitive to the person detection, and this leads to some nodes such as visible becoming important, but it is still correctly able to reason that trunk is in the image. In the failed classification on the bottom row, we see that it uses the dining table and chair detections and even weakly uses the mouse and keyboard detections. Unfortunately, the graph does not contain edges that reinforce a connection between mouse and keyboard, so the graph expands irrelevant nodes such as white and black and fails to classify mouse.
A. Graph Sensitivity Analysis
B. Datasets and Graphs
B.1. Dataset and splits
Our dataset splits of Visual Genome into Visual Genome Multi-Label and Visual Genome Few-Shot will be made publicaly available.
The classes we use for VGML are: 
B.2. Graphs
The graphs we built for our experiments will also be publicly released. Below is some basic information about the graphs we use. Figure 13 . Difference in Average Precision for each of the 316 labels in VGML between our GSNN combined graph model and detection baseline for 500 experiment. Top categories: train, elephant, plane, bus, banana. Bottom categories: surfing, beach, mouse, hair, keyboard. 
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